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We know there are a lot of galaxies out there



Let’s just concentrate on our own Milky Way galaxy for  now



WHY a UFOLOGY 
Textbook?

1) Our earth is in one of the 
YOUNGER galactic spiral 
arms -- see “SUN” in the 
Orion Spur 

2) Inner spiral arms tend to 
be OLDER stars. And the 
majority of stars are now 
known to have planets. 
Older stars are at least a 
few billion years 
older than our sun!

3) So Warp Drive must 
be commonplace among 
alien races from the inner 
arms of the galaxy by now = 
lots of UFOs visiting us!

Chapter 1 – Introduction



Astronomer Paula Jofre, “Mapping stars across generations,” Science News, October 13, 2018

Oldest Stars
9.1 – 9.8*

Middle-Aged Stars
7.4 – 8.3*

Youngest Stars
1 - 4.5*

*billions of years old 
(e.g., our Sun is 4.5)

KEY (LY = Light year)
Dark Blue = Oldest Stars              (#1 is HD220507)
Light Blue = Middle-Aged Stars    (#4 is HD78429)
Black = Teenage Stars                 (#10 is HD222582)
Red = Youngest Stars                    (#21 is HD96116)

Teenage Stars
5.2 – 7.3*

Proof that even some of our closest neighbors are almost TWICE as old as we are! 



HOWEVER, academic ivory tower professors and SETI “experts” continue to 
deny the existence and presence of UFOs and ETs visiting earth.  

For them and their students, a university textbook will most often help to make 
such a new subject understandable and more acceptable.

Time magazine, January 2020



FERMI Paradox 
(named after physicist Enrico Fermi)

“The apparent contradiction 
between the lack of 
evidence for extraterrestrial 
civilizations and various high 
estimates for their 
probability”  -- Wikipedia 



ALIENS – The World’s Leading Scientists on the Search for Extraterrestrial Life
By Dr. Jim Al-Khalili, famous biophysicist

The first edition 
book had on the 
cover top:  “THE 
TRUTH IS IN HERE” 
and a subtitle: 
“Science Asks: Is 
There Anyone Out 
There?” with GREEN
edges to the pages 
and contrary, 
skeptical articles 
denying any 
evidence for ET life.

New Cover – less 
deniability orientation



Introductory Ufology and 
Astrosociology

Proposed University Level Textbook by Thomas F. Valone, PhD, PE

Table of Contents
1) Introduction
2) Recent Navy and NASA Disclosures
3) Battle of Los Angeles
4) Bentwaters and Rendlesham Forest
5) Roswell and Corso
6) Betty Hill Star Map and Astronomy magazine 
7) Crop Circles and Chilbolton
8) Billy Meier and Col. Wendel Stevens
9) Bob Lazar (and possibly David Adair)
10) Electrogravitics and T. Townsend Brown (NICAP)
11) Panspermia and Dr. Milton Wainwright
12)Van Tassel, Paulsen, and the Blitz over DC
13)Astrosociology of Extraterrestrial Civilizations

In other words, in my opinion,

The best UFO stories, 
with end-of-chapter 
questions, that are well-
documented, convincing 
evidence of highly 
advanced technology 
which is not earthly and 
possibly extraterrestrial.



Valone at 2013 Citizens’ Hearing, National Press Club, 
Washington DC, giving UFO testimony to former Senators

10-minute video to follow 

To complete my Introduction Chapter 1, here are my experience and qualifications for this job








Chapter 2
Recent Navy Disclosure

• “The UFO was seen travelling at 550 mph 
through the water in either 2007 or 2008, 
after the famous "tic-tac" aircraft was 
captured on film in 2004 by two US Navy 
fighter jets.”
• -- The Sun, Jan. 27, 2020

Navy USS Nimitz 
2004 Encounter

Finally released in 2017

Navy confirms UFO videos are in fact, real.



• Navy carrier sightings on radar began on November 
10, 2004, and lasted for several days. 

• In the new [Navy] report, the object is described as “solid white, 
smooth, with no edges,” and being “uniformly colored with no 
nacelles, pylons, or wings,” just like a Tic-Tac. 

• Report says tic-tac object was estimated to be about 46 feet long
• F/A-18 fighters that were trailing it measure around 56 feet in length
• Navy says “could feasibly hold one or more human-sized individuals.”
• It seemed to react to the presence of the jets, “demonstrating an 

advanced acceleration, aerodynamic, and propulsion capability.”

https://bgr.com/2018/05/24/ufo-navy-sighting-video-report-details/



https://youtu.be/wxVRg7LLaQA

UFO Hunters, History Channel, jet pilot interview 5 min. video 

Sample of the Infrared Mode Sensor Data Screen of the Tic-Tac UFO and Detailed Definitions 

https://youtu.be/wxVRg7LLaQA







Tic-Tac Page on STRIDER21.com
Comprehensive UFO Website:
https://strider21.com/ufo-uap/

https://strider21.com/ufo-uap/


• 1990 - Finds canisters of original 1960’s Gemini photo 
film rolls below his floorboards with missing frames, 
each of which had contained alleged UFO images

• 2000 – While at Disney Studios, edits an historic jet 
test film from the US Air Force and required to 
REMOVE the annoying image of a real UFO (a white 
orb) in the film which “rapidly approached the jet, 
paced it, and then took off in a burst of speed.”

• 2017 – Photographs and videotapes FOUR UFOs 
flying in formation in Monrovia CA which he turned 
over to the USAF Space Command

• 2019 – Continuous tailing, sabotage and harassment 
from mysterious government agents and black 
helicopters, who he labels MIB (men in black).

Marian Rudnyk

All of the color pictures from his book are on his website:

www.RUDNYK.com

http://www.rudnyk.com/




Former NASA astronomer Rudnyk took this photo on March 9, 2019 





Blackhawk 
helicopters circled 
Rudnyk’s house in 

2019



4-minute video to follow

Battle of 
Los 

Angeles, 
1942

Chapter 3



The Battle of Los Angeles, July 1942 – 1,400 rounds fired at object floating in sky – no damage to object 






Chapter 4
Rendlesham Forest 
– Bentwaters Case

Rendlesham Forest is just outside the twin bases of RAF 
Bentwaters and RAF Woodbridge in Suffolk, England, both 
transferred to US Air Force. 

James Penniston Staff Sergeant, the 
primary witness who led the investigation and 
had a ‘Top-Secret clearance.’

The surprise is that the UFO was tracked on 
military radar by a NATO facility in 
Rendlesham Forest, England, where it landed 
and was approached by Penniston who 
touched the hull. The forest encounter with 
many witnesses happened on December 26, 
1980 but “continued” up to April 2014.

The takeaway was a long 
binary code transferred to 
the author, Jim Penniston, 
who copied it down into his 
police notebook.

The Most Documented Account in 
Military History (until 2004)



Deputy Base 
Commander Halt 
admits seeing the 
object which landed.

Lt. Col. Halt describes the bright 
lights, the landing legs, and the 
reaction of the animals nearby.

Halt details the Geiger counter 
measurements taken the next day.



Exploration of Humanity
8100
52.0942532 N  13.131269 W
Continuous for Planetary Advance
Fourth Coordinate
Continuous
CEPR Before 
… (more coordinates) …
Eyes of Your Eyes
Origin 52.0942532 N  13.131269 W
Origin Year 8100

Binary Code Contains Several Coordinates 
of World Sites and Ambiguous Phrases

Deciphered from 8-bit ASCII Craft was Triangular Shape

For decoded in-depth analysis of 
“1980 Rendlesham Forest Incident Binary Code”

Giza Pyramid, Nazca Plain, etc.
See the site:

www.binarydecoder.info 

Hy Brasil – a small submerged island off the coast of Ireland



Chapter 5
Roswell, New Mexico 

July 1947
Roswell Incident --

2)

3)



Digital Photo Analysis of General Ramey’s 1947 handheld, typewritten instructions in 2009





Valone compared dates and company names with history and find 
Corso to be within one year of the reported “invention date” for:
• IC Microminiaturization – 1948 junction transistor Bell Labs, “within 

months of the Roswell crash and the first exposure of silicon wafer 
technology to companies already involved in R&D of computers”

• Semiconductor Laser Diode – 1962 R. Hall, G. E. Labs and Bell 
Telephone Labs, solid state IR laser, when Corso demonstrated his 
recovered “stubby flashlight with invisible beam” in 1961

• Fiber Optics – 1962 Bell Labs, when Corso shared “glass filaments 
from craft” in 1962

• Supertenacity Fibers – Corso contacted DuPont, who then 
announced Kevlar “invention” in 1965

• Image Intensifiers (Night Vision) – Valone found the memo to Corso 
from his commanding officer (Gen. Trudeau) – Ft. Belvoir and Martin 
Marietta in 1961 – from the National Archives in College Park, 
Maryland 

Gen. Trudeau to Corso: “You begin calling 
our scientist friends and make whatever 
appointments you want.”

Best book for chronology of Roswell (1947) and 
Technology Dissemination aftermath



Betty saw this Star Map 
on the ship, which she 
then drew under 
hypnosis. Marjorie Fish’s 
3-D bead and string 
model proved all the 
stars are within 50 LY

Betty & Barney Hill 1961 UFO Story

Zeta 
Reticuli 
1&2

Our 
sun

Reprint for sale in 
Mega UFO Bookstore



Star Map Analysis in Astronomy’s “Zeta Reticuli Incident” magazine

Thanks to 
astronomer 
Majorie Fish’s 
bead-and-string 
map, it turned out 
that the Star Map 
shows ALL of the 
ONLY “solar mass 
sized stars” within 
50 LY of earth!



“The Fish interpretation is astounding in its uniquely logical and sensible solution to the Hill 
map…provocative evidence that extraterrestrial intelligence is visiting Earth in the 20th

century.” – Terence Dickinson, Editor, Star & Sky magazine (in Zeta Reticuli Incident)

Our 
Sun

Light 
years

All Distances in Light Years are Less Than 50 LY from Zeta Reticuli 1 and 2



Astronomy magazine article verifies Betty Hill star map

From Zeta Reticuli Incident

Our home

Every solar-mass size 
star within 50 LY of 
earth is on  Betty’s star 
map



Crop Circles 

Chapter 7



“To date, the Chilbolton crop circle stands unique.”

• In real crop circles, stalks are BENT and not BLOWN or 
BROKEN, as when man-made

• EMF levels afterwards are up to 10 times background 
levels, even affecting measuring equipment

In the field right 
in front of the 
Chilbolton 
observatory on 
the morning of 
August 14, 2001, 
a face appeared. 

A few days later, 
on August 21, an 
“answer” to Carl 
Sagan’s 1974 
Arecibo message 
appeared too.

One year earlier 
in 2000, a 
symmetric scalar 
symbol 
appeared that 
was repeated a 
year later in the 
“answer” to 
Arecibo. 
veryweirdstories.
wordpress.com

The human-like face used a 
new screen technique, like 
that used to print a picture 
on paper.
cropcircleresearch.com/art
icles/arecibo.html

https://veryweirdstories.wordpress.com/2015/07/08/crop-circles-the-chilbolton-observatory-crop-circle/
https://www.cropcircleresearch.com/articles/arecibo.html


The “Chilbolton Crop Circle” usually 
refers to this last “answer” to Arecibo

• Silicon is most dominant in life forms 
in contrast to carbon. 

• A humanoid figure with large head, 
like a “grey” appears in center

• They have an extra string in their 
DNA

• They are about 3 feet, 4 inches tall,
• Inhabit a third, fourth and fifth 

planet in their solar system, and
• They have a population of around 

21.3 billion.
• The Radio telescope has been 

replaced with something bigger and 
more complex, about 2789 feet in 
diameter.





Billy Meier’s Unsurpassed Photos of UFOs

• Billy Meier is a Swiss national who in the 
1970s claimed he had been in contact with 
aliens from the Pleiades star cluster - and had 
photographs to prove it. (He also has 
published 40 books in German since then!)

• Published in a 1979 book by former United 
States Air Force pilot Wendelle C Stevens, they 
later appeared in publicity material for US 
science-fiction programme The X-Files.

• Now, they are up for auction at 
Sotheby's in the US, as part of a sale 
dedicated to space photography.      

• 3 December 2019

Chapter 8



Billy Meier's UFO photos also deemed authentic by Joe Tysk, former top investigator/supervisor for USAF Office of Special 
Investigations (OSI) . Col. Wendel Stevens also conducted extensive polygraph tests on Meier and his acquaintances.



Most famous pix

But my favorite for the textbook is this one with a Swiss Air Force jet pursuing the UFO.

Photos from: UFO…Contact from the Pleiades, Volume I, 
Elders and Welch



Infrared Thermograms of the UFO and of the Swiss Air Force jet

Note the “heat signature” from the Air Force jet coming out the back



Chapter 9

Hired by Dr. Edward Teller, Bob worked at Area 51, S-4 until he 
showed too many people where he worked and then was fired!

One-minute Bob 
Lazar MOVIE 

Trailer next  



Bob Lazar: Area 51 & Flying Saucers - 1.5 hour long movie, narrated by Mickey Rourke -- rent or buy on YouTube






Bob Lazar’s “Sport Model”

Bob reported every detail about this UFO stored in the S-4 hangar and noted the inside was suited only for 
very short 3-foot people. He found the gravity waveguides had element 115 inside as the positron emitter. 

3-minute excerpt from Bob 
Lazar interview next 



Taken from https://youtu.be/BEWz4SXfyCQ JRE #1315 Bob Lazar and Joe Rogan

https://youtu.be/BEWz4SXfyCQ


Bob Lazar recently published his first book, Dreamland and his report in the 1980s that the S-4 region 
south of Area 51 possessing “hangars” appears to be true, from Google Earth photo here.

https://strider21.com/2018/12/
15/area-51-mountain-hangars/

https://strider21.com/2018/12/15/area-51-mountain-hangars/


Tom Valone, UFO Sightings magazine, Summer, 1995Chapter 10



Flame jet 
generator

B-2 Bomber

Charge distribution



Disc Speed & Voltage Exponential

1952 T. T. Brown tests

Office of Naval Research tests show disc 
speed has 5th power dependence on 
voltage

Army Research Lab
tests show the Biefeld 
- Brown effect is 
related to ionic 
mobility and produces 
a force of

1.2 lb/kW
or 5 N/kW



Tribune

Nov.22, 1955

Reprinted in 

Electrogravitics II



Electrogravitic Craft Demonstration                                    
– Norton Air Force Base 1988

Complete story by 
Mark McCandlish 
in Disclosure by 
Dr. Steven Greer 
and in 
Electrogravitics II
by Tom Valone

Investigated by Dr. 
Hal Puthoff, 
former CIA 
contractor



Chapter 11 Dr. Milton Wainwright’s Decades of Research Proving Panspermia* 
(Did Life on Earth Originate from Space Seeding?)

Panspermia is the theory that life is a cosmic 
phenomenon and did not start on Earth as a chemical 

process but was brought from elsewhere in the Universe.

Journal of Cosmology, 
“Biology Associated With 
A Titanium Sphere 
Isolated From The 
Stratosphere,” 2013

DNA substance 
oozing from sphere, 
stuck to collection 
plate from high 
altitude balloon

*Department of Molecular Biology and Biotechnology, University of Sheffield, Sheffield S10 2TN, UK 



“Some of the BEs themselves also 
produced impact craters on the carbon 
sampling stubs, again suggesting that 
they are incoming to Earth from space.”

“Finally we report evidence for the presence of biological 
entities comprised of nanoparticles which stain positive for 

DNA. We conclude that the biological entities we have 
isolated are continually arriving to Earth from space, 

beyond the stratosphere, above 25 kilometers.”

www.MiltonWainwright.com

Published in 2015

http://www.miltonwainwright.com/


Another Titanium-Vanadium “Large Spherical Object” (but only 30 microns wide) from stratosphere



VISIT: 
Integratron.com

George Van Tassel & IntegratronChapter 12



3-minute video history of Van Tassel, Giant Rock, and the Integratron






The Integratron is a “Rejuvenation” Chamber

George Van Tassel says in 
his books that he relied 

upon Georges Lakhovsky                    
T. Townsend Brown 

Nikola Tesla and ET’s for 
the design that includes 
an atmospheric energy 

input Tesla coil



The Integratron Today
Flanders, CA



Dirods extend outward to gather 
electricity from air and drive the 

primary and secondary coil inside.

Intrepid Explorer Valone is seen here 
before being rejuvenated inside 



Primary and secondary Lakhovsky 
style antenna coils



Valone Model of the Integratron with Lakhovsky pancake coil and working High Voltage Tesla Coil in center, built for 
the Ancient Aliens episode on Van Tassel and the Integratron – what the finished Integratron should look like.

Two-minute video excerpt of a half hour interview of Van Tassel next 



George Van Tassel television interview – 1964 KVOS Webster Reports –archived at wwu.edu






Another aspect of Van Tassel was his unique rapport with the “Saucer beings” who flew over during his UFO conventions



George Van Tassel
• learned psychic channeling of possible human ancestors of earth

starting in 1951, calling them “Saucer beings” and
 each session transcribed into this first book of his.
• APRIL 6, 1952 Session: “Your pentagon will soon have 

much to muddle over. We are going to give this globe 
a buzz. I hope they do not intercept us from in front.”

I Rode a FlyIng SauceR by geoRge Van TaSSel  -- HIS FIRST book
and quite possibly the most scientific, with E.T. messages



I Rode a FlyIng SauceR by geoRge Van TaSSel  -- HIS FIRST book
and quite possibly the most scientific, with E.T. messages

George Van Tassel
• learned psychic channeling of possible human ancestors of earth

starting in 1951, calling them “Saucer beings” and
 each session transcribed into this first book of his.
• APRIL 6, 1952 Session: “Your pentagon will soon have much to 

muddle over. We are going to give this globe a buzz. I hope 
they do not intercept us from in front.”

• JULY 12, 20-21, and 26-28, 1952: 
• Saucer beings also explained the purpose of their 

saucers in earth’s skies: Hydrogen is a “life giving 
element”. They are “concerned with … deliberate 
determination to extinguish humanity and turn this planet 
into a cinder… this condition occurred before in this solar 
system and the planet…was torn to bits. We are 
determined that it shall not happen again.”

•  that explains the Asteroid Belt!

America exploded the first Hydrogen Bomb in the Pacific on Nov. 1, 1952



• JULY 20-22, 1952: Project Blue Book receives UFO reports from 24 different states in the US
• JULY 26-28, 1952: A “tidal wave” of UFO sightings over Washington DC
• By JULY 29, 1952: “Jets told to shoot down ‘flying discs’”
• JULY 29, 1952: General Samford gives an unprecedented Press Conference on the 

flying saucer situation and denies any “secret development ” of the United States

I Rode a FlyIng SauceR by geoRge Van TaSSel  -- HIS FIRST book
and quite possibly the most scientific, with E.T. messages



News Broadcast July 29, 1952 regarding the Saucers Over the Nation’s Capital






In 2018, Dr. 
Bruce 
Maccabee 
didn’t know 
about Van 
Tassel’s E.T. 
prediction of 
the DC  UFO 
blitz though it 
should be in 
this book

Two-minute video Gen. Samford next 








George writes in “I Rode a Flying Saucer” after these events:

“The pentagon can only mean Washington, D.C. There is no doubt they had ‘much to 
muddle over.’ The ‘buzz’ was accomplished by the saucer beings. The 
statement that the saucers hoped the Air Force would not intercept them in front 
indicates that the saucers also knew in advance that there would be an attempt to 
intercept them.

“Is it coincidence that a letter mailed by me to the Air Force Intelligence Command, at 
the request of the Saucer beings in the July 18th message, was in their hands when the 
‘buzz’ occurred? 

“I do not comprehend how the letter’s arrival, the ‘buzz,’ the reference to the pentagon, 
and the expected interception, can all be coincidence. My belief is that the 
Saucer beings timed it that way, to let the Air Force know that this 
information was authentic. Their return receipt showed they received the letter 
July 22, 1952. The ‘buzz’ was on July 26, 27 and 28th.”

From p. 20

Astrosociology Implications of these UFO Events in my bookChapter 13



However, questions can be asked:
• Did the best intentions of the ‘Saucer beings’ get too much of a reaction which apparently 

provoked a backlash of USAF defensive actions? e.g., “Jets told to shoot down ‘flying discs’”
• Is that the reason such a mass flyover has not recurred since then? Maybe it created fear instead 

of the anticipated acceptance by the human population

• The humanoid or Nordic E.T.’s in general seem to have altruistic goals for humankind but often 
provoke fear instead from such heavy-handed invasions of the earth’s airspace as do the Greys 
who abduct people and erase their memory afterwards.

• Does the famous Brookings Institution report to NASA in 1960 with the section 

entitled, "The implications of a discovery of extraterrestrial life“ still have a 
serious, weighty effect on the government agency policies with actions designed to avoid putting 
out the welcome mat (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brookings_Report)?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brookings_Report


1. Which alien races are represented in these accounts?

2. Are they assumed to be friendly? And what is meant by that word?

3. Should we be biased toward human aliens rather than greys?

4. Do we assume that the Brookings Report on alien encounters of the future 
will fulfill itself, in that the superior race imposes religion and values upon 
the inferior race?

Further Astrosociology Implications of the UFO and ET Events



More Astrosociology Implications of the UFO and ET Events
For “end of chapter” questions

1. What about the scientific and technical benefits of UFO and ET technology?

2. If they represent great power intensity in a small space, is that a justified concern 
for high security that deprives the population of any awareness at all?

3. Should the civilian population accept a “police state” enforcement of unwritten 
rules concerning “classified” technology?

4. Can the harassment and intimidation of UFO contactees by such government agents 
be justified? Should it be tolerated? What can be done to involve our Senate and 
House of Representatives in controlling the overreach present in such suppression?

5. Should the study of documented UFO sightings and landings be made a standard or 
even “required” part of an Astronomy, Aerospace Engineering, or Space Studies 
curriculum, in light of recent developments?

6. VISIT www.Integrity-Research.org for more information and a PDF 
and PPT of these slides

http://www.integrity-research.org/
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